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For the second time, Dunkleymusic has won a covetedSteinway and Sons Partnersin Performance Award, which,', is the highest honor bestowed
by the maker of what many call the In-
strument of the immortals. Steinway
pianos are used by professional pia-
nists 98 percent of the time. According
to Steinway and Sons, Steinway remains
the choice of nine out of ten artists,
countless pianists, composers and per-
formers around the world.
Workers from Dunkley Music of Boise
learned of the award mid-January while
in California for a "Steinway Day,"where
many of the musically-inclined across
the world join together in one place.
DunkleyMusicMarketingCoordinator
and former Boise State Universitv stu-
dent Mona Morrison expressed her'
excitement for the honor presented to
Dunkley Music.
"We are very proud. We are up against
67 other Steinway dealers, many of
which are located in major metropolitan
areas such as San Francisco, Chicago or
NewYorkCity,"Morrison said.
Dunkley was honored for overall ex-
cellence in eight qualifying categories
such as Steinway concert-and-artist
programs, product knowledge and cus-
tomer service. .
Along with the coveted award,
Dunkley also received recognition for
"exemplifying the spirit of ~teinway'
which embodies the vision, integrity
and spirit of company founder Henry E.
Steinway.
"Alot of it is based on customer care
and customer satisfaction: Morrison
said.
Still a family-owned business,
, Dunkley Music was founded byWilliam
K. Dunkley in 1950a!ld became an ex-
clusive authorized Stelnway dealer in
1962. Showrooms are located in down-
town Boise and Twin Falls.
Created from 12,000 components that
require a year to handcraft and assem-
ble, Steinway and Sons' pianos are only
sold in the United States by a selection
of exclusive dealers. The upright-piano
models range in size from 45 inches to 52
inches in height, and those with an ebo-
ny finish range from $18,600 to $24,400.
Ebony Steinway grand-piano models
range from just over five feet to eight
feet and run from $40,600 to $103,400.
Steinway and Sons also offer pianosin
nine different natural wood finishes.
"We are beginning, an educational
outreach, program with string, brass,
woodwind and piano instruments to
send the message that music is acces-
sible. Our heart lies in giving back to the
community... to make music fun and
wonderful for everyone,' Morrison said.
The women's basketball team
lost its first Western Athletic
Conference game Saturday" but
remain atop the standings.
ARBITERONLlNE.COM
Our podcasts are rocking
and roiling. ''Turn It Up," with
Shannon Morgan currently
features live music and the
guys from "Arbiter Sports Talk"
have hit the road, podcastlnq
in the SUB. If you see them
Friday afternoon, pull up a seat
and share your views on sports.
WEATHER
T
High: 48F / Low 27F
ON CAMPUS
Boise State' University professor involved in DNA exonerationTUESDAY
Boise State Writing Project:
Nonfiction, Poetry and Fiction
Workshop
State University, CliffWilliams, did there is no good system because
the Investigative work on the case you have the power and weight of
and retrieved the rape kit that was the state accusing you and there is a '
Greg Hampikian, director of the tagged for destruction, which con- 98%conviction rate in mostotthese
Idaho Innocence Project and DNA tained the DNj\ evidence needed to jurisdictions,' Hampikian said.
expert for the Georgia 'Innocence lead to the exoneration. He said that in many cases the
Project, worked with student intern Hampikian, long-time resident of accused are interrogated and admit
Cliff WiIllams last summer on the Georgia, is closely associated with to false guilt to avoid heavier sen-
DNAexoneration ofWillie O. "Pete" the Georgia Innocence Project, one tences,
Williams, an Atlanta, Ga.irnan who . of many Innocence.Projects in the "1\venty-seven percent of the
has served 21 years of, a 45-year Country. first set of innocence project cases
sentence for rape. He was released. According to Hampikian, the in- that were documented were false
January 23. terns do most ofthe work. He said confessions, during investigation,'
A Boise. State professor in the that he teaches students about Hampikian said. "Making deals
departments of biology and crlml- DNA, answers their questions and about the truthhurts ail innocent
nal justice, Hampikian regularly goes over the cases that they are person."
trains project interns and serves working on ill order to advise them Aimee Maxwell, Executive
as theProjeot board expert. In about what addltionaltestingneeds Directorofthe'GeorgIahmocenee
July' he learned of DNA evidence to be done. ,Prolec(commel\tedon how easily
on Pete Williams' case that had, Hampikian commented on the mistakes in id~ntificatiiln lead to
b~enmlracillously saVedfrotn de- significance a guilty verdict has on lIfesenterices.' ",'.' ..,' ,,'
struction at the Georgia Bureau of ,aninnocentpersolL ,',' ,." '''PeteWU1iai1ls~caseis;*ctu8lIf
InV¢stfgation.That'eV;\derice I~d to ~Iamveryfoildof sayingthlltwe,. aclaSsic case of fuiSt8keit'ideildfi· .
\vi~tid':~:::~~~ni~fGJor ~:'~~=t~2~~r~i~e:'.ttt~1.~1";,'.'
BY JOSLYN SALOW
News Writer
vated assault). Both victims and a
witness identified him in a photo
lineup. (Mr. Williams was only
tried for rape) The interesting thing
about Pete's case is that after he was
jailed, similar crimes were commit-
ted," Maxwell said.
She said that in the past four
.years the innocence project re-
ceived 2650 requests for assistance
and Williams' was one of 14they ac-
cepted for representation.
"Finding ,the evidence is, one
'of our biggest challenges: Until . ._
2003,the courts could throw : professor: 10.
away the evidence arter thecaseBiolo~y and(:tJ. ,'"
iscomplete~ 1112003, th~Georgill '. JOstice, Departm' .'<,;::~)t:r;;:~~:::f::~~;:~'··"':'?2'C~'a~~$9~a-""--~.~rm~.~~'~
years,JJMaxwells8id..'><', " ,; d'tect~r'Rf'
·s~J:~=o?j~·~~"Y;I:,.:~.j;~r~·~,.,"
4:30-6 p.rn. in the SUB
The Boise State Writing Project
will host a series of workshops
for educators that are free and
open to the public.
E-mail jwllhelm@boisestate.edu
or michaelmueller@boisestate.
edu to RSVP
WEDNESDAY
Poetry Slaml
Andrea Gibson and Katie
Wirsing In the Lookout Room of
the SUB at 7 p.m, Doors open
at 6:30 p.m,
Oon;t forget toslgnup f()r .
"Head·to~head, haiku. battle" for,
tile title "Absolute Halk1.lRuler
supre'rri~~ ." .. "
�.sz.,o,~.......,..,.~ -= ";"_ ~ ~ r.''''''~~I
..~~H~,~~~~~~rtY
Call 342·1869
VALENTINEa SPECIAL,
25% off 1stNail servIce I
Artificial nail, pedicures a manicures
CAPS IS A FU LL SERVI CE SALON - .
Gift Certificates available II
Offer expires 511107
--------------------------------------------------------------------
.GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE UP TO
College seniors and graduates who arc interested in
becoming secondary school teachers of American history,
American government, or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room
and board toward master's degrees.
For information and applications call:
James Madison Fellowships
1-800-525-6928
email: madisoll((hICl.org
or visit our website
http://www.jamesmadison.com
When your
car wan't
start...
208-323-9292
10% discounl far
BSU students
4&
F e b r u a r y. 5· . 2 0 0 7. World/NatlonaVWhat the? stories courtesy of MCT <;ampus Wire Services unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU7 • stories are courtesy of the Boise State Web site at www.bolsestate.edu. All stories are complied by News Writers.
'II-fE HEADLINES
\VORI ()
Suicide bombs kill45 at
Shiite market in Hillah
Apair of powerful suicide bombs
ripped through a Shiite market in
Hillah, killing 45 and wounding 150
on a day when the government re-
ported civilian deaths for January
had reached an all-time monthly
high .
The complexity of violence in
. Iraq was apparent earlier in the day,
as political factions clashed over a
government account of a weekend
battle that pitted U.S. and Iraqi forc-
es against a Shiite cult during one of
the holiest weeks for Shiites.
Opponents of the Baghdad gov-
ernment have accused authorities
of using the battle to clamp down
on innocent Iraqis from oppos-
ing Shiite clans. The government
denied it, even as it announced a
crackdown on suspected support-
ers of the cult near Karbala.
"Anyone who violates the law
and threatens the lives of citizens
is punished according to law," said
spokesman Ali al-Dabbagh.
Besides the blasts in Hillah,
bombings and mortar attacks
against Shiite and Sunni neighbor- .
hoods in Baghdad killed at least 17
more people Thursday as U.S. and
Iraqi forces prepare for a security
surge to pacify the capital, accord-
ing to the Associated Press.
Last month, civilian deaths from
violence in Iraq numbered 1,990,
according to Health Department
figures given to AP. The total was
higher than in the previous month,
which had set a record since counts -
have been kept, and three times the
number of deaths in Jan. 2006.
At least 82 American military
personnel died last month, accord-
ing to an AP count.
Against that backdrop, al-
Dabbagh said in Baghdad that a
plot to murder top Shiite clerics in
Iraq and plunge the country into
chaos was averted by alert farm-
ers who reported groups of armed
fighters massing outside the Shiite
citadel of Karbala in the days lead-
ing up to the Asho,ura religious re-
membrances.
Video shown to journalists of the
cult's shattered compound revealed
heavy machine guns, rocket-pro-
pelled grenades and trenches. AI·
Dabbagh said a list of cult members
was also found, with names broken
down into military units.
Such a group "must have had
links with the outside," he said. "It
is bigger than this."
Mdre}han 600 people, including
women and children, have been
held for questioning. Al-Dabbagh
said many are innocent and would
be released, but he said nothing
about whether innocents may have
been killed in the frenzied battle.
Opponents seized on the uncer-
tainty.
Among those killed were mem-
bers of two large Shiite tribes
opposed to tile government in
Baghdad, whose core is made up of
other Shiite political parties based
in Najaf.
"All the information al-Dabbagh
mentions came after the opera-
tion," said opposition parliament
member Ayad Iamaladdin. "When
did they review this information?
Before or after the incident? Why
did they launch an attack without
this information?"
Jamaladdin called for a judicial
investigation of the battle. "We
must distinguish between militant
and civiljan [deaths]," he said.
Earlier, Shiite cleric Ali al-Sistani,
who (with Muqtada a1-Sadr) was a
purported target ofthe cult's assas-
sination plans, issued a religious or-
der allowing the dead fighters to be
buried near Najaf authorities in the
Shiite holy city said.
0' - ~----~-
. NATIONAL.
Final Harry Potter book to
be released in July 2007
Hold on to your broomsticks. The
fate of the world's most famous wiz-
ard will soon be revealed.
The seventh and final book in
J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter series
. "Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows" . will become available to
spellbound readers on July 21.
Fans of the schoolboy sorcerer
will get a double dose of delight,
since the fifth film . "Harry Potter
and the Order ofthe Phoenix" . hits
cinemas just eight days earlier, on
July 13.
The seventh book is expected
to be hotter than a bubbling caul-
dron. Rowling has revealed she will
kill off at least two characters. Fans
fear thai Harry himself may be one
ofthose to perish.
. "The Deathly Hallows" is already
the best seller on Amazon.corn,
where wizard-watchers are snag-.
ging preorders for $18.89, 46 per-
cent off the retail price.
The first six books, published by
Scholastic in the U.S., have sold 325
million copies around the world.
Fans first met Harry 10years ago
when the bespectacled orphan
began his first year at Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
He's been battling the evil Lord
Voldemort ever since, with the help
of magical spells and best pals Ron
and Hermione.
Daniel Radcliffe, who plays
Harry on screen, has been doing
some growing up of his own. The
17-year-old actor is ditching his
invisibility cloak - along with the
rest of his clothes -ro appear naked
on a London stage in a revival of
"Equus," opening Feb. 27.
LOCAL/BSU
Idahoans aid in Middleton
High School's recovery
Idaho Superintendent of Public
Instruction Tom Luna said his of-
fice is ready to help the Middleton
School District recover from the fire
that destroyed the high school.
Luna met with Middleton officials
to see how the State Department of
Education could help the district'
put its educational' house back in
order after the disastrous blaze. He
said his office would be ready with
technical or administrative assis-
tance.
Luna said his office has also spo-
ken with Governor :ButchOtter's
• j,<
r:JN~;J.ili\Il_\:.t1RmSSjTQIl~.
Boise 1475 Broadway Ave
(208) 426-0564
Pay !latiON & M!mncr <em milable af fbNe locatiON'
Boise (conL) _*...Nampa
*Westpark Plaza 180 Caldwell Blvd .• 51e. B
. 501 N Milwaukee St, (208) 463-2326
(208) 376-9987
office about the situation and Idaho
Congressman Bill Salf is working to
see whether federal resources would
be available to help.
The incident may be the worst
school fire in the history of the
Treasure Valley or even. of the state,
Luna said. But he also said Middleton
administrators were staying calm in
the face of the disaster.
"There wasn't a panicked attitude.
They were definitely managing the
problem and identifying resources
and solutions," Luna said. "They had
already gathered themselves,"
Luna said businesses had already
contacted his office to offer their help
with the school. He said state person-
. nel will meet with Middleton School
officials today to discuss approaches
to recover from the fire.
Offers of help
The Vallivue Education Association
is working to set up a donation
fund to help teachers and students
at Middleton High School. Birch
Elementary School teacher Sandy
Wright is one of the Vallivue educa-
tors involved. She can be reached at
850-0630.
Former Canyon County
Commissioner Robert Vasquez also
said he would offer any help needed
in the crisis. He can be reached at
989-4260.
Courtesy Idaho Press- 'ltibune
WHAT THE'?
I'm cured! It's amiracle!
Aman who has been receiving dis-
ability payments iii England since
1994 . claiming .he needs round-
the-clock care, a wheelchair and
two canes, was photographed by a
television crew running the London
Marathon.
No! This is mynewjob!
A man applying for a job at a cabi-
net store in Bryan, Texas, encoun-
tered another man outside the store
who was forthes~~~ jo~.
"'Servicio En Espanol
*Open Sunday
'Clngular also Imposes monthly a Regu\atoIy. Cost RecoYely Charge of up to 51.25 to help defray costs Incurred InCOllIIlIYinv with Slate
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Non-newsworthy news
Give me your tots
BY CHAD MENDENHALL
News Writer
..
February is a month of celebra-
tion and recognition. ~
February is distinguished as
National Cherry Month, Canned
Food Month, National Weddings
Month and Pet Dental Month.
Perhaps an ideal Valentine's Day
gift basket should include some
cherries, canned food, a wedding
band, toothpaste for your cat and
a bag of potato chips, because one
should never forget that February is
National Potato Lover'smonth..
Spell that five times Dan Quayle.
The potato is considered one of
nature's most resourceful vegeta-
bles. They are sodium-free, fat-free,
cholesterol-free and loaded with
Vitamin C, potassium, fiber and an-
tioxidants. Perhaps people should
consider a diet completely devoted.
to potatoes.
The Inca Indians of Peru are said
to be the first people to have cul-
tivated potatoes in about 200 B.C.
They used this vegetable to mea-
sure time and put its raw slices on
broken bones to encourage heal-
ing.
In the 16th century, Spanish con-
'qutstadors took potatoes with them
on their return voyage to Europe.
Historically, the. potato was be-
lieved by many Europeans t~ be
poisonous. They thought consum-
ing one would lead to syphilis and
leprosy.
After European nobility popu-
larized the potato and dispelled its
myths, they made peasants grow
and eat them. If peasants refused to
eat potatoes they were threatened
'with the prospect having their nos-
es cut off. ,
Many people believe French fries
came to America after the First
World War when soldiers were of-
fered deep fried potatoes cut into
thin slices, but this seems incon-
stant with the claim that Thomas
Jefferson, who loved to serve French
dishes, introduced fries at a White
House dinner party.
Angered over France's stance
on Iraq, Republican Lawmakers
Walter Jones and Bob Ney changed
the name of "french fries" to "free-
dom fries" in the cafeterias of the
three House office buildings.
Traditionally, vodka was made
from sugar beets or potatoes. Potato
whisky is described as a strong, fi-
ery liquor with a hot, smoky taste.
It is also made from potatoes or po-
tato starch.
Apparently Idahoans are not the
only people obsessed with pota-
toes. According to The National
Potato Council, the potato is the
second most consumed food in the
United States. An average American
eats 135 pounds of potatoes a year,
which equals to almost one potato
per day.
The National Agricultural
Statistics Service estimates that the
U.S. value of potato production is
, more than $2.5 billion. Idaho is the
largest producer with over 12 bil-
lion pounds annually.
Washington is the second largest
state, harvesting approximately 9
billion pounds. The annual U.S. po-
tato production average~ 45 billion
pounds. .
In 2004, 33 percent of the total
harvested potatoes were frozen and
used for tater tots, fries and other
spud necessities.
30 percent were consumed fresh'
and 11percent were used for potato
chips, dried potato flakes and pan-
cake mix.
The NPC recommends storing
potatoes in a dry, cool environment
with proper ventilation. Preferable
containers include cardboard box-
.es, pantries and paper bags.
The best temperature for storing
potatoes is between 45 and 55 de-
grees.
If exposed to temperatures above
55 degrees, they may shrink and
begin to sprout. In perfect condl-
tions,spuds :can potentially last
for months. Avoid keeping them in
plastIc bags and refrigerators.
This'month, whencuddled up
with your significant other, re-
member that the best steam comes
from a baked potato, covered with
bacon bits, 8our:~amichlveS and .ciiee~e.;' ." ", " ,,'
Ask cop
Q· Is it legal to start a
poker club in Idaho?
,A. Unauthorized gambling
in Idaho is illegal. Youcan
review the State of Idaho
Website for informa-
tion on gaming at http://
www3.state.id.us/idstat/
TOC/18038KTOC.htm
BSU Ask·A·l:opls a program where students Dud faculty are encouraged to ask campus po-
lice oHiccrs questions concerning laws, ordinances, regulatlnns or crime-prevention advice.
Ask-A-Cop Is designed for Informatlonalpurposes only find not for reporting crimes.
Please submit your questions 10: Dschoenbornjocltyofbolse.crg
DNA
[from page 1]
Innocence Project, is responsible
for reviewing pending cases and
opening the Boise State Office in
the Tower's Dorm.
"I feel as though it is all of our
responsibility to ensure that those
convicted of crimes and serving
sentences for said crimes are the
ones who actually committed the
crime," Leenhouts said.
Leenhouts said that she is glad
for the attention Williams' case has
brought to Innocence Projects na-
tion-wide. She said that 194 indi-
viduals have been exonerated with
help from Innocence projects.
"I find this number both excit-
ing and terrifying, It is exciting be-
cause it shows that we as a society
can correct our wrongs and have
given 194 innocent men their lives
back. It is terrifying because it is a
reminder that our judicial system is
not without faults and that innocent
men can be denied their freedom,"
Leenhouts said.
For Leenhouts, working on cases
has Its rewards, regardless of the
outcome.
"Even if none of our cases result
in an exoneration, 1know that 1am
making a difference in these men's
lives, if only by providing them with
a small ray of .hope," .Leenhouts
said.
For more information about the
Idaho Innocence Project visit the
Web site, Idaholnnocenceproject.
org or e-mail idahoinnocenceproje
ct@boisestate.edu.
PHOTOS <:OURTESY BSU NEWS SERVICES
From left to right: Barry Scheck, Calvin Johnson and
Greg Hampikian. Hampikian has met with the heads
of forensic labs from the FBI, Scotland Yard, Korea,
Taiwan and Somalia to talk about the new DNA
Safeguard technology developed at Boise State ..
So, ya'll are out there taking tests, writ-
ing essays, doing research and reading
way more books than you want or can
afford. The hours get packed in and you '
find your brain wanting to explode. To
assuage the want to burn textbooks, try
going extracurricular.
You all know about the200-plus clubs
on campus and the release the Rec Center
can provide, but this February there are
dozens of free events, lectures, forums
and general recreation slinging around
Boise State.
This link will show you everything
through February: .
http://news.boisestate.edu/thisweek
For starters, February is Black History
Month and BSUhas a lot going on.
Check out the art galleries in the Liberal
Arts Building and the Herrimingway
Center. They cost you nothing and will
give your eyes a break from the textbook
mania you may be encountering. There is
also an art exhibit in the Student Union
Gallery (second floor above the main
stairs), the MLK Human Rights Exhibit
will be shown every day this month.
You can attend the "White Privilege"
round table discussion in the Cultural
Center today 1p.m.
Tomorrow at lunch you can check out
Dan Purser on the Brava! Stage in the
SUB. He's a musician and you can listen
while you cat lunch.
This Wednesday is loaded with events,
from the Poetry Slam in the Lookout
Room at 7 p.m., the Blood Drive from 9-2
p.m. in the Hatch Ballroom. Blood saves
lives. Ifyou have extra, help others out.
At the Library! On Capitol, you can at-
tend "Literature for Lunch" and discuss
Jane Austen's work "Pursuasion."
There's a Dodgeball tournament
Thursday in the Rec Center- that's right,
Dodgeball. Be the pursuant of true un-
derdog glory.
For free on Thursday night you can
attend the Jazz Festival in the Jordan
Ballroom in the SUB. Featured guest art-
ists include Kristin Korb and the Kristin
Trio, and Boise's own jazz vocalist Jeff
. Baker.
Then Friday night, stay Up All Night in
the SUB. It's free for students. You can go
hang out and release the stress the week
,·'espoused.
Service Saturday. If your Karma needs
bandaged try lending a helping hand
,around the community. This time around
it's at the Boise State West Campus in
'" Caldwell. If you can't make it, then wait
, .'for the next session at BSU.
. Oh yeah, WWE. World Wrestling
'. Entertainment is coming to Taco Bell
·.Arena Saturday night. The event will fea- •
. 'ture John Cena, Jeff Hardy and Randy
... Orton, as well as local hero Torrie Wilson
.' and Chairman Vince McMahon. So
·:..whatever you do this week, let the uni-
versity lead you. There are a great many
pleasures in college life, variety is possi-
bly the greatest. Shake up your routines
before they become routines. Be proac-
-tlve, Be students,
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
r , of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board
. '.. are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief; 1toy SaWyer, business
,manager; Heather English, production manager; Dustin
Lapray, managing editor; Harsh Mantri, online editor;
,.:and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.y
shouldnow
BY FREDERIC AREHART
Opinion Writer
former vice-president brought to the
academic side ofBoise something simi-
lar to what the Fiesta Bowl win did for
the' athletic side: he brought 'top-level
recognition to Boise State University.
Followed later in January by the Rev.
Jessie Jackson, Boise State has proven it
can attract lA-level speakers;
Byinteracting with people at this lev-
el we stand a chance to become much
more involved in the making of history
outside Idaho.
Only one thing is missing from this
high-level dialog of ideas that has start-
ed.
Without presentations from people
of the same stature, but with differing
views, we deny objectivity in our con-
siderations ofwhat is presented.
If we do not celebrate the value of
, diversity in thought found in top-level
presentations, we are risking the slip-
pery slope into academic oppression.
As a developing metropolitan re-
search university of distinction, we
have a unique opportunity to position
Boise State.
We can differentiate ourselves from
the traditional Us. They seem .to have
forgotten that serious discourse re-
quires at least two differing viewpoints
be presented. .
Bystressing the liberality of our spec-
trum of interests we can demonstrate
that we do care about the world outside
ofIdaho.
By stressing the thoroughness of our
level of inquiry we can demonstrate
thatwe have the intellect to be a nation-
ally recognized institution of higher
learning.
By insisting on equal time, orderly
discourse and objectivity we can dem-
onstrate ourselves to be above the rab-
ble and the informational incest ofthe
"big dog" universities.
Gore and Jackson were great, but we need speakers with differing views
- • EDITORS . , WRITERS PRODUCTION
()A.:IJPI·~' ~~_--.- -----
Theway we see it,•.•
There is more to the
~ Spring semester than
~, . you know '
For people with an open mind, his-
tory can be a fascinating subject.
Remember, I said an open mind - not an
empty one.
The various media outlets keep us in-
formed on the issues of today with truly
unprecedented speed and detail. They
write the first draft of what will eventu-
ally become official history.
What is it that gets their attention?
What can Boise State University do aca-
demically to become a top-level partici-
pant in the history they write?
Weare all greatly indebted to Bethine
Church formaking history with her per-
sonal and successful efforts to bring Al
Gore here to make a presentation about
global change.
As an international personality, the
BY DOUGLASS TAYLOR
Opinion Writer
I,n our scientific er~ of existence we have been real-izing the harmful effects on humans that accom-pany smoking tobacco. The issue ofwhether or notsmoking is bad for the human body was subject to
much dispute for many years and with all the atten-
tion it received and continues to receive, it has become
quite apparent that yes, it is bad. How many of us real-
ize the extent of the harmful effects?
AtBoise State, students have information at their fin-
gertips on smoking through the Health Services. Free
tobacco cessation classes are available. The Health
Services Website contains many resources for quitting
and gives the student an array of tobacco data. Listed
on the Website is information on secondhand smoke.
The student learns that this smoke is harmful to others
even in low quantities, which is why we have smoke-
free buildings and smoke-free entrances. I don't think
this is enough.
It isn't rare that as I walk around campus I encoun-
ter other people smoking around me, giving me sev-
eral inhalations of secondhand smoke. Sometimes
people smoke by the "smoke-free" entrance in my path
to the door of the library. It would appear that many
people think it is alright to contaminate the air others
breathe.
These people must not forget the reasons listed in the
Boise State University Policy Manual for the regulation
of smoking outdoors, "many non-smokers suffer im-
mediate symptoms (e.g., breathing difficulties, eye ir-
ritation, headache, nausea, and asthma attacks)."
If many non-smokers suffer immediate symptoms,
why doesn't Boise State do more to create an environ-
ment that won't hinder the health of its students? We
are safe from secondhand smoke in buildings, within
thirty feet ofone entrance per building and 011 the side-
walks to class as long as you don't cross paths with an
inconsiderate, smoking individual. The current pol-
icy of protecting students in some places of common
treading and not others is hypocritical. Clajming that
it is important to protect those who suffer immediate
symptoms and then only doing part of the Job isn't re-
sponsible.
The task is simple.
The university should make all entrances to build-
ings and sidewalks no-smoke zones. Some people who
smoke are already mindful enough to do this, standing
secluded on the grass away from others while smok-
ing. However, there are enough people who either don't
know or don't care who they hurt while smoking that
the university at this time has the duty to intervene .
policy
I am calling for Dr. Kustra and the
powers that be to formally invite people
such as BillCosby and Michael Crichton
to speak on campus. Bill Cosby is a rec-
ognized leader in civil rights. Michael
Crichton is the author of the book "State
of Fear," which concerns the economic
and social politics ofglobal warming.
If they are not available, then we
should contact University ofCalifornia's
Ward Connelly concerning civil rights
and Dr. Bjern Lomborg (named one of
the 100 globally most influential people
by "Time" magazine in April 2004) con-
cerning global warming, or people of
similar standing in our pursuit of ob-
jectivity.
Insistence on objectivity can be what
separates us from the arrogant (but still
ignorant) in the marketplace of univer-
sities.
Let's make history by being different.
What do you say Dr. Kustra?
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
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WHAT'S HOT
WHAT'S NOT
IN ENTERTAINMENT
BY DANIEL KEDISH
Culture Editor
Globally
Hot
Lohan too cool for Gore
Well Lindsey Lohan may be
showing her goods offaround town,
trashing it up at parties and hang-
ing out in the "wrong" crowd with
buddies Paris Hilton and Britney
Spears, but she's pulled another hot
maneuver - standing up our ex-vice
president.
After meeting at the GQ Men of
the Year awards dinner, Gore and
Lohan exchanged a few words and
decided to meet up in the future
to talk. Lohan instantly e-mailed
others to tell the exciting news and
how he might be able to help clean
up her image.
The day they planned to meet,
Lohan skipped out to hit up Sunset
Boulevard for some heavy under-
age drinking, while the poor politi-
cian-turned-movie-star embraced
the inconvenient truth of being
snubbed. Let's hope Lehan was
hung over the next day for Gore's
sake.
Not
'TopDesign,' a train wreck
The Bravo network has had its
line of hit television shows, includ-
ing "Project Runway" and "Top
Chef," but they have added another
hopeful to the group, which is al-
ready raising a fewW.T.F.s.
"Top Design" premiered after
the season finale of "Top Chef"
Wednesday night and introduced
audiences to a whole new group of
cultural rejects without social skills
and with certain looks that make
you want to leave the room, even
after turning the television off.
I'm not saying looks are key to
having a top-rated show, but it cer-
tainly helps when the content hits
a low. The first competition dealt
with arranging a meditation room
for drag queen AlexisArquette, who
was a guest judge. Now excuse me,
Alexis Arquette? Designer? That's
where I draw the line.
Locally
Hot
The taste for local brew
Instead of settling down with the
national favorites-this week whim
looking for a beer, I suggest hitting
up the local brews around town for
a new taste of Boise you won't be
disappointed with.
All around town you can find a
bar here and there making its own
selections with great names and
even better tastes. Two personal
favorites include Sockeye's, locat-
ed on Cole Road and downtown's
Bardenay. Both specialize in the
craft of making great house brews,
from light to amber and darker.
Right now Sockeye's' offers a
killer winter feast selection. But
when all else fails, there are always
Thursday's $3margaritas. Yum!
Not
Playin' the dine-and-dash game
As a server, life can be rough.
.Your wages depend on people who
most of the time can't even afford to
take their white trash selves 'Outto
.dinner, leaving only eight percent
gratuity behind.
While this is unacceptable, but
bearable - one thing isn't: walking
- out.
Take some advice and pay your
bill and never underestimate how
far you server is capable ofgoing.
. Think about it. They-control your
food, your drink and while you are
insIde they could be outside letting
the.air out of your tires and putting
sand in your gas tank.
While this may not occUr ma-
jority of the time, I warn everyone
of the Wrath of the server after you
.'Walkout on them. nWiU.ne~Lbe
: ," " 'do ,,'
:pretty.
No, not that onel:
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BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant Culture Editor
some of the profiles are more
unique and amusing to read.
Take, for instance, this descrip-
tion of a seemingly normal-looking
man.
"LOSERLOSERLOSER.This man
is a manipulative scum bag who
will (and has) taken advantage of
ANYONE sorry enough to allow
him to. He takes everything he can
get and gives nothing in return. He
is nothing but DRAMA and plays
nothing but games.He LIES,cheats,
steals and MUCHMORE.You.have
been warned."
This is just a guess, but .from
this ex-girlfriend's description, it
sounds like this guy may be a loser.
It's just a hunch, though.
Then there's the "money-mooch-
er." Identified on dontdatehimgirl.
com as "Love 'em till the money's
gone," this next subject has been
deemed undateable because of his
excellent ability to make excuses
concerning his finances.
"He also always has a good ex-
cuse for why he can't afford some-
thing and can always justify why he
is always broke. lf you listen to what
he tells you though, you will start
to hear things that don't add up. He
also has family in Utah, so watch for
him there too."
Look out Utah and hide your
wallets. "Love 'em 'till the money's
gone" may be right in your back-
yard.
After the "money-moocher"
comes the "animal lover." A man
who not only walks and talks with
the animals, but according to this
description, sleeps with' them as
well.
"He's a complete loser who was
kicked out his mother's house and
condemned to live in back house
crawling with rats and infested with
nasty bugs, which is really where he
belongs! He's obsessed with horses
and has two in his possession: ..The
horses' names are 'Gus' and 'Old
Man Blue,"
Who needs a relationship with so
many adorable pets?
Finally, there is "Wigger" and
"Goofy Sociopath." These two
undateables don't have much in
common, except for their amusing
profile descriptions on dontdate-
himgirl.com. Both profiles con-
'tain information that will set them
apart from other dating candidates
forever.
Dontdatehimgirl.com says this
about "Wigger:" "What a freak!
Watch the heIl out - this guy is evil
... He stole money out of my purse
and had sex with my 72-year-old
neighbor."
There's nothing to say, except
"eew,"
"Goofy Sociopath" might be ac-
ceptable dating material, if you're
feeling nostalgic for a little Vanilla
Ice.
"He has blond hair and blue eyes
but thinks he is a gangster of color.
The classic high school drop-out
stuck on 1980ship-hop. See Vanilla
Ice for more reference. DON'T
DATEHIM GIRLFRIENDS - RUN
LIKEHELL."
Of course, the "run like hell"
warning may be a little bit of a turn-
off.
It's always better to form a re-
lationship based on personal ex-
perience with another person,
rather than trusting internet gos-
sip. However, sometimes a charm-
ing smile can be deceiving. Other
times, it's just fun to laugh at com-
plete strangers. That's why tools
like dontdatehimgirl.com are so
useful.
At the end of a teary break-up, it's
always tempting to take some sort
of revenge out on the ex: embar-
rass them or somehow spread the
word that they are the most unde-·
sirable candidate for a relationship.
Such acts can now be committed
on a Website caIled dontdatehim-
girl.com. Sorry guys, it's a ladies'
club. Dontdatehimgirl.com is like
Myspace for vengeful exes. It lets
females create a profile for their
ex-boyfriend or husband, complete
with a profile picture and short de-
scription of what they look like and
why they are so "undateable,'
While browsing through profiles,
one will read numerous descrip-
tions of the usual undesirable part-
ner candidates: the cheaters, abus-
ers, rapists and so on. However,
Eshleman finds Vallejo in translation
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY and edttor.a long gonefrat boy and
Managing Editor tight end, having used i,SD,an in-
vestigator of Paleolithic drawings
Wenever would have'understood on caves, a translator and a man.
him without him. "His name comes from 'ash,'
Clarify. See him there standing like an ash tree," his introducer
behind.that podium, his deep blue (and Boise State professor Martin
shirt, pinstriped and proper, his Corless-Smith) said. "He believes
face clean shaven, his hair a sil- he is a wee bud, branching out,
ver shining glisten, slicked back to more like a great ash in furious
leavewide open his aged face, thick, bloom."
hefty, suspendered pants, glasses VaIlejo has been what Eshleman
and a burning forest of a tie. termed "a male companion" for
Then that voice, like subtle elec- nearly five decades, in which he has
trocution, a full body massage in diligently revised and translated
water, tremulous but raw, like on- the Peruvian Spanish dialect from
ions in a closed room. the early 1920s. His female CQm-
But he opens' the reading with panion is'hiswife, Carol. .
poetry ofanother man, one Cesar Information-on Vallejo is scarce,
Vallejo, a man the he spent 48 years "Vallejo doesn't have a blogra-
translatin~ into the English lan- phy,", Eshleman said. "Ithink his
iPJage so that 27 people could sit in . reputation in this country has suf-
the Bish!;lp·.BarnwellRoom !n' the fered because of it."
Student UnionBuildingan.dhear From what Eshleman. said of'
what the dead Peruvian revolution- vallejo, he was born in Peru, three
ary stained on hi!! pag~s 80,years - days ride by burro to the nearest
ago;, . '.' .' . town-with ·atrain.HewasClllo, a
.lIe Is ;clayt0IlHshleman,. a poet haif,breed, grandparentedbY.nA~
tive women and Spanish priests. Contradiction and ambivalence: They must do something human.
He was poor, penniless and home- two forces we must come to terms The moon is a white stone, sent
less when he made his way to Paris with today." with a kick.
around 1922. He made his way to The book of translations of I was born on, a day when God
Spain, traveled to Russia, became VaIlejo's complete works, "Cesar was sick,
a communist and anti-fascist and VaIlejo:The Complete Posthumous Everyone knows that I am alive;
died in 1938.He was 46years old. Poetry," was on sale at the read- they do not know that light is con-
I am an English major, but I had ing, the first of four .in the BSU sumption, the dark is fat. Limits .
never read Vallejo in any anthol- MFAReading Series this semester. I was born on a day that God was
ogy, because Eshleman is the first Copies can also be purchased at sick.
to bring him into the English can- c1aytoneshleman.com. "Trike"
on. Iwas floored by what I had been "It costs a doIlar for every year I "IV" - The suit I wore tomorrow.
missing. spent writing it," Eshleman said. Linen for no one. The Laundress of
He wrote four books: Eshleman A cluster of quotes the soul. Somuch what Willbecome
read from them all. There was a cer- "The BlackHeralds" sent to us by 'of me?Her property- olive-skinned
tain honesty and yearning for the death I don't know ... blows in life goodness, glue andiron all the cha-
plight of the poor and the regular, so powerful, the undertow ofevery- oses.
the natural and the whole. .thing suffered - open trenches (rid- "Human Poems"
.He was a revolutionary In Spain, ing Eshleman's roller coaster voice "Mass" - At the end of the battle,
but kept agendas and communist . through the vaJIeysof Vailejo's the corpse kept dying. So much
propaganda out of his ll<J:etry.He W'Ords)"White Rose" formed 1,000 love and no power against death,
wrote to travel narrative inRussia. daggers, .served with light, a ship- the corpse kept dying,· one, .tWo,
"He frequenfi!dopIum dens," wrecked coffin. . 10, 100,000, Millions, AlItbe.in,
Eshleman said. "I t1)ink there is "Capitulation" Witb a love sigh I habltantsofth.eWClrlifasketfhi!ri'to •.....
some 'smoking' in the jump starts . cagedthem ..· '. _ be'stroOg, ke~p.fighting •••d~eP1Y ".
... I probably learned more:.(about .. "The Stones~ A prawl ofW'Ords, .mOved,he eIIlbracedthefirstman
.pOetry),': by' translating Vall,ejo; footsteps' cau&tpain,flashesoC·andstarted\Vlliking.,:'· . ", .
~anailYwbere else. Try ll1lything. . ~surdd8yb#leave llSh!iPed;·.
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Live at home with my parents.
Work for $8-$13 per hour so I can
continue to work for $8-$13 per hour
while I balance school next year.
Accumulate more school debt.
Work hard and gain valuable skills, and
realistically earn $17,000-$30,000 so I don't
have to work or accumulate debt while I
att~nd sch~ol next year.
Our sales reps averaged over $33,000 last summer! '. . .
Want to
learn more?
.Coli or Email .
Ryker Smith (503)849-2814
~"rrkersmith@yahoo.com
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Getaj1lIllps~ on.spring sports fashions
Carrying around the latest style of sports bags is one way to get your
game on in the fashion world this spring.
BY DEBRA D. BASS cases that will tempt you to use
St. Louis Post-Dispatch them even when you're not-headed
to the tennis court.
You'll have to hunt if you're look-
ing for women's sports items that DON'T FORGET TilE SHADES
aren't predominantly pink (espe-
cially in- golf), but it's worth the
search.
You don't need special attire,
but it will make you look like a pro,
and that's bound to up your game,
right? Whatever you wear to play,
look for breathable fabric with a
comfortable fit. Don't be shy about
taking a few faux swings in that
golf shirt. You don't want to botch
a birdie because of a hitch in your
sleeve length,
If the words "winter sports' leave
you cold, take heed, you're not
alone. Just because some people
luok forward to breaking out ski
attire and hurling down slippery
slopes, that doesn't mean the rest of
us have to follow suit.
Some sports enthusiasts prefer to
exercise when it's warm outside. So
for all of you sun-worshipers plot-
ting a warm-weather retreat or just
looking ahead toward spring now
is the perfect time to get outfitted.
Not only can you get a jump-start
on-the season's best gear, you also
. can clean up on sale prices from
last season's golf and tennis items.
When it comes time to pack, don't
forget the right sports bag.
It sounds extravagant, but if
you're spending hundreds of dollars
on a quality racket or thousands on
golf clubs, the bag becomes an im-
portant accessory.
Prince and Jet Import offer styl- '
ish totes, backpacks and carrying
COLLARING A LOOK
For men, it looks like the collar is
trailing in popularity behind mock-
turtleneck and crew-neck styles, so
, you might want to add a few into
your sporting wardrobe. Of course,
the standard male palette is still
dominant: black, gray and white,
with splashes of red. However,
green is gaining some popularity,
and there's always an oddball neon
option for the daring sportsman.
And because chances are good
you'll be playing in the sun, don't
forget the shades.
Your 'eyes and your game will
benefit from some dapper sport
shades with those comfy rubber
grips around the ears.
Fit is important _ too snug or too
loose and they'll be a nuisance.
Frames that wrap around the face
are flattering and functional when
keeping out the sun's glare.
Some choices come with inter-
changeable color lenses, but the
jury's still out on whether they re-
ally enhance your performance.
For golf and tennis, lenses of cer-
tain colors supposedly make it eas-
ier to see the ball, so experiment in
the store before your purchase.
If nothing else, it'll give the sales
associates something to talk about
when you leave.
Technology m'ixes entertainment with exercise
BY LISA ROBERTS
The Orlando Sentinel
Welcome to the future, in which
you can zap calories using electron-
ics-laden cardio equipment that.
sends boredom to the locker room.
A new generation of machines from
treadmills and elliptical trainers to
stationary bikes and stair steppers
is taking exercise to higher levels
while offering entertainment op-
tions such as iPod ports, games and
built-in TVs.
"Interaction is everything:'
says Mike May, spokesman for the
Sporting Goods Manufacturers
Association in Washington, D.C.
"It's where the future of industry
is headed. People like to be enter-
tained, they like a little enlighten-
ment, and they want exercise."
The Nordlclrack Viewpoint 3000
treadmill exemplifies the trend.
The machine has an MP3 player
port and a flat-screen TV built into
its console. -
While the user churns along, the
console also displays the time, dis-
tance and calories burned. The ma-
chine is outfitted with !fit technol-
ogy, which enters a user's workout
by reading data on a small plastic
card.
If it's ·personal trainer" coaches
throughout the workout, giving tips
on ,such things as breathing and
posture while offering encourage-
ment. The program offers 24 work-
outs, all based on an eight-week
program that builds toward the ex:
erciser's goal.
Cardio technology has come a
long' way since the first electric
treadmills appeared in hea.lth clubs,
decades ago. The pace picked up
as electronics made possible pro-
grammable controls, a selection of
" workouts, and ramps that inclined
at the push of a button. Innovations
quickly jumped to other cardio ma-
chines.
Nautilus club equipment, .. for
instance, offers things such as
- programmedwo,rkouts, fitness
tests, LCD displays and 'ht:art-rate
monltoringwith,a belt or via the ,'.
machtne's grlps;sars Dale Grifilli; ","
sales manageiof Precision Fitness 'd
EqtrlPrneJltlnA!t,arnonte:SP.~·c'<';.i
,·peop!ejvantaU 'the.bellS-and',
WhlstieS," .•saYs'TonY r~ides;~fit"t
-, nessrnllQligetalm.e l'i>VSppi'tspleX;,;
,:;!lriMaiilillid;W!191U1tej jhat'~'.""" ~;.
scale club's new Technogym tread-
mills, which have built-in televi-
sions, are tremendously popular
with members. "The ones with the
TVs are the ones that are used the
most when we look at the usage re-
port."
Among the most recent innova-
tive products for club and home
are:
ProForm's 20.0 CrossTrainer el-
liptical machine, which integrates
fitness and two games, which are
controlled by buttons built into the
trainer's handles. The more quick-
ly a user pedals while playing "Fat
Blocker," the slower blocks "fall"
on the console screen and the eas-
ier the game becomes, Pedal faster
while playing "Calorie Destroyer"
and a man on the screen runs fast-
er, which allows him to better avoid
bullets coming at him.
Horizon Fitness' WT950 Wireless
Pedometer treadmill, which lets
you count your steps during the
day, then transmit them to the ma-
chine for workout credit.
The Nautilus TreadClimber, a hy-
bridstairstepper/ellipticalmachine
that gives users a running workout
at a walk, which saves wear and tear
on the back, feet, ankles, hips and
knees. It can convert to either an el-
liptical trainer or a treadmill.
HealthRider's8.5EXCrossTrainer
elliptical, which has a multi-layer
monitor that allows users to watch
TV while tracking workout infor-
mation .
Newfangled equipment does
come at a cost. A club-quality
TreadClimber,forinstance,is$7,000
at Precision Fitness Equipment. A
home-use HealthRider elliptical is
$899 at healthrider.com.
Equipment manufacturers say
games, programs and other diver-
sions keep users motivated and en-
gaged.
They also allow users to mul-
titask, says Tamules whether it's
catching up on world events via TV
or listening to a radio sportscast.
"You kill two birds with one stone.
Days are getting busier. The more
people can multitask, the more
they can get things done."
. PHOTO COURTESY MCT
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Chiropractic
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
.
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive clinical rotations.
Logan students receive all this and more!
Specialties Within Chiropractic:
• Sports Rehab • General Practice
• Pediatrics • Neurology
• Geriatrics ' • Orthopedics
- I
• Radiology • Research
• Acupuncture • Personal Injury
Contact Logan University at www.logan.edu for
an info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
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Dow Jones Industrial
Average
12,621.69 (+ 98.38)
Nasdaq Composite
2,463.93 (+ 15.29)
'-, saP 500
1,438.24 (+ 9.42)
""-.···•··
10 Year Bond
4.79% (~ 1.84%)
LOCAL
Bank of America (BAC)
52.58 (+ 0.46)
Micron Technology (MU)
12.95 (- 0.04)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
43.28 (+ 0.17)
Washington Mutual (WM)
44.59 (+ 0.45)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8.15 (- 0.06)
TECHNOLOGY
Apple, Inc, (AAPL)
85.73 (+ 0.18)
Goog!e Inc, (GOOG)
501.50 (+ 7.18)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
30.86 (+ 0.38)
Motorola Inc, (MOT)
19.85 (+ 0.27)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
28.31 (+ 0.27)
FUN
Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF)
79.54 (+ 1.53)
American Eagle (AEOS)
32.38 (+ 0.95)
NIKE,Inc. (NKE)
98.81 (+ 1.06)
AT&T Inc. (T)
37.63 (+ 0.54)
Walt Disney (DIS)
35.17 (+ 0.13)
CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)
0.769 (- 0.0021)
US!) to Pound (G2~)
0.510 (+ 0.0006)
USD to Yen (JPY)
121.020 (- 0.7200)
Gold
651.90 (+ 7.80)
Silver
13.45 (+ 0.17)
Numbers printed as of press time
GAS
PRICES
"
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forcing YouTube, otFier sites to pay for content
'.B~:ERIC:':~·~:~iROFF
Chicago TribJri'e
1'"~, ',,0
Th~:internet·s booming social-networking trend
- has reached a new milestone: Web sites are begin-
ning to pay for content.
That means all those Web-savvy creative types,
the pepple who post skateboarding videos ,or write
a review about the neighborhood dry cleaner, could
be compensated for their contributions, '~
The move to pay people for content had been de-
veloping slowly but reached a critical new phase
when YouTube.com, the Internet's bellwether video
site, confirmed Monday that it has plans to pay for
user-generated content, . .
The declston sets up the potential for a rnonu-
mental shift in how people use and view networking
sites. Until now, as user. generated content on the
Web has grown, the only people making any money
have been the site operators.
YouTube, for instance, rose to prominence thanks
largely to the goofy homemade videos ordinary peo-
ple created and posted.
But when Google Inc. purchased it last year for
$1.65 billion, the people responsible for those vid-
eos didn't receive a single cent from the mammoth
Google payout.
Paying individual users for content also fol-
lows deals that Google, Yahoo Inc. and Apple Inc.,
among others, have been signing with networks and
Hollywood studios for the right to sell and promote
original content on the Web.
YouTube didn't provide details ofwhy it wanted to
start compensating individual creators.
A number of industry executives suggested that
with both the Internet audience and ad revenue
growing, competition for the best user-generated
contentalso is intensifying.
So those looking for an edge have started offering
money. ". .
By the end of this year, talmost every big site that
focuses on viral vide6will have a revenue-sharing
component to it/said' Kelth I9chman, chief execu-
tive of Break.com, a site that pays $400 to $2,000 to
contributors about 100 times a month for the exclu-
sive rights to some videos.
Spymac.com is paying between $3,000 to $5,000 .
a day to pools of people who create videos or oth- .
er original materials, while Revver.com is' sharing
revenue from advertisements placed at the end of
videos. Ifviewers click on the ad, the video's creator
gets paid.
YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley disclosed the
site's intentions over the weekend at an economic
summit in Davos, Switzerland.
"We are getting an audience large enough where
we have an opportunity to support creativity, to fos-
ter creativity through sharing revenue with our us-
ers," Hurley said. "So in the corning months we are
going to be opening that up." the content cre~tors. At Spymac.com, creators will
Hurley didn't indicate how YduTube would pay for get paid no matter where the video is viewed, as long
content, but there is more than one way to share the as it was first uploaded to Spymac.
wealth. "The inore you promote your upload, and it be-
While some sites might be willing to pay for exclu- comeswery popular, the more 'money you make,"
sive content, the culture and technology of theWeb 'sal4Kevin April;Spymac's chieftechno1{lgy officer.
is suchthat viewers want to share cool videos with Cr~~ors are "encouraged to market theirQwn vid-
friends. 'fhat means that a video first appearing' on eosthe said. .••.. .. .. .
YouTube.\Vi" quickly get passed around, ending up .Ad~evver.com. ads are embedded into the end of
on countless blogs or profile pages at MySpace.com. a vid~o. If a'viewer clicks on the ad, the content ere-
Sitesli~e Revver.com and Spymac.com hopeto tap atoriilpald. Anytevenuean ad generates is s~lit 50-
into the'1viral" nature of video sharing and still pay 50·between Revver and the video's creator. !
, °V~::'.,:·:
BizFact
Who views Youlube?
Worldwide share of YouTube visitors,
August 2006:
Source: ComScore Networks
Graphic: Pat Carr, Paul Trap
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Students lured into scam jobs
BY RICHARD P. "DICK" RAPP
Associate Vice President for
Student Affairs
has to invest up front in a "dem-
onstration kit," initial inventory
or some other start-up costs. Too
late, the student may discover that
Too often I see employ- among the obscure clauses in thement opportunities work contract are provisions that. that could be c1assi- result In a major reduction or evenfied as "get-rich-quick loss of commissions.
schemes." Though some occur It is not uncommon to have pro-
throughout the year, many are visions to reduce commissions for
summer job opportunities. missing work or training meetings.
Announcements are posted. on even though the sale was made.
campus proclaiming opportuni- Rarely are any expenses covered
ties for students to' earn $20,000, even when originally promised nor
$30,000, or even more in a sum- are any benefits provided.
iner. Promoters of these positions Do some people actually make
do so' with the zeal of an old time the huge sums claimed by the pro-
revival preacher. moter? Yes, there will be a few-
I have even heard of planting especially the recruiters and the
people in the audience to agree with owner/manager oCthebusiness. It's
everything said and create a c1i- a little bit like playing the lottery.
mate supportive of the ·promotion. There are winners, but most people
No mention is made that many, if come up with little or nothing.
not most students; who sign on for If you are highly motivated and
tnese ventures net less income than comfortable working on a commis-
a minimum wage hourly position sion basis there are opportunities
would have proVided. to make more than many hourly
And in sOJIlecases we hear of stu- positions pay. .
dents who actually have a' net loss But, .like many important finan-
after they compute expenses. . cial decisions you will make in your
The positions are totally com~- life, it is wise to make sure you have
mission based with most, if not all, done the research and that you fully
• expenses born by the student work- understand the contract before you
.er.lnsomecasesamajorpo~ionof :signon. _.'
• the Commission isn't paidt11ltilwell Ask a lot o~questions. Make :sure: .
after the summer. :. you completely understand what'
•...> .Occasionally 'the student even. ,expenses .yeou·wiil haVe and how
i' • I_i
you will be paid. How is the com-
mission determined and what con-
ditions apply that may change how
much you receive? When will you
receive your commission - weekly,
monthly, reduced payments with a
balance to be-paid later? Who are
you really working for? Will train-
ing be provided? What expenses
will you have and will you be reim-
bursed? Will you be asked to work
unreasonable hours? Will you be
sent to unsafe nelghborhoodst Will
you be expected to make exagger-
ated claims to the customers know-
ing that you won't be around when
they learn the truth'[ Is the product
or service you are representing re-
ally a fair value to the customer?
Legitimate employers have
nothing to' hide and, in fact,
want to make certain that both
parties are very clear on the
employment relationship.
If the employer is reluctant to
answer any of your questions or
vague or obViously misleading
answers to your questions this
should raise your suspicions about
the opportunity.
I'm' especially intrigued' that
some of these organizations need
tp hire students from Boise to sell
door-to-door several. hundred or
even several thousand ~les from
here. Uthe job is so good, why aren't
there' local college students who
would do it who would not need to . There is no guarantee that any
cover travel and living expenses job is going to be a positive, finan-
away from home? cially rewarding experience.
Will you be hired as an indepen- However, those that promise un-
dent contractor? If so and you get usually high rewards are more Iike-
arrested for' not having the proper Iyto be grossly overstated.
transient workers license you can Before committing yourself do
be fined or jailed. your research. Check with one of
- Don't count onreceiving any help the professionals at the Career
from your so-called employers. If Center if you need assistance in
you are Injured on the job you will this process.
probably not be covered byWorkers The Career Center receives hun-
Compensation benefits.' dreds of jobs for students lnclud-
How long has this business been ing jobs during school and during
around? Can you check references? vacation periods.
Useful references include students Boise State University students
who have worked for them in the can access these jobs as well as
past (not just the ones at the re- career openings for graduates
cruiting ineeting helping to recruit) on Broncolobs, •
but consider also their banker, the You can register for access
Better Business Bureau in the com- to BroncoJobs on the Career
munity where you will be work- Center web site, http://career.
ing and the one from where they boisestate.edu.
are headquartered. , The Career Center also as-
Does the company have an ad- sists. graduating students in ,find-
dress and phone number you can ing career employment and helps
document? An address that's just 'studentswith all facets of the job
a P.O. Box or a dorm room is a red search including resumes, cover
flag. AHotmail, Yahoo or other free _ letters and interviewing.
e-mail account address is another In. addition, students will have
red flag t!tat this isn't really anes- the opportunity to talk directly
tablished business and you may· with nearly 150 employers at the
have trouble tracking them down annual Career/Job Fair sponsored
for your commission later. by ·the Career Center and held
Estabiished bU.sinesses lyJIically fro1il9:00 8.01; to 3:00 p.m. in the
have Jhelrown",co!U~ address, e;g; '.Jordan Ballroom on. Wednesday,
rapp@legitbuslness,coni •.. ' February 28th.
-;;----r--------------------..:..~~RT,S"
[THIS WEEK IN ..'
SPORTS]
Men's basketball
Wednesday
Idaho
'7p.m.
Boise
Saturday
San Jose State
4p.m.
San Jose, Calif.
Women's basketball
Wednesday
Idaho
7 p.rn, (PT)
Moscow
Saturday
San Jose State
7p.m.
Boise"
Women's Golf
Monday
Baja Invitational
TM •
Baja, Mexico
Gymnastics
Friday
Stanford
Beauty and the Beast
7p.m.
Boise
Men's Tennis
Friday
UC Santa Barbara
1:30 p.m.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Saturday
University of Southern
California
1:00 p.m,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Women's Tennis
Friday
Montana
9:30a.m.
Boise
Fr-iday
Nevada
4:30p.m.
Boise
Track
Friday-Saturday'
BSU Team Invitational
TBA
Nampa
Wrestling
Friday
UCDavis
Sp.m.
Boise
Friday
Stanford
Beauty and the Beast
7p.m.
Boise
[SIDE
LINES]
BSU offers exchange for
Colorado State tickets
Due, to the cancellation of the
Boise State University men's home
basketball game on Dec. 22, 2006
against Colorado State University,
the Bronco athletic department will
allow fans to exchange their tickets
for one of the remaining men or
women's home games. Colorado
State was unable to travel to Boise
for the originally scheduled game
due to heavy snow fall throughout
Colorado at the end of December.
Fans holding a ticket to the
Colorado State game can exchange
it 'for an upcoming Bronco game
at the Athletic Ticket Office or the
Taco Bell Arena box office the night
of the game. The Colorado State
ticket is good for a one-for-one ex-
change. Seating for a men's game is
based on the best available, while
the seating for a women's game is
general admission.
BSU golf heads
south of the border
The Boise State Universiry wom-
en's golfteam is set to travel to Baja,
Mexico, to compete in the annual
North Illinois Baja Women's Golf
Classic at the BajamilT golf course.
The field at the tournament will
feature 15 teams Including Boise
State, UAB, Birmingham Southern,
Colorado, Kansas, Kallsas &tate,
Kentudy, Louisville," Memphis,
Nortb Texas, Oral Roberts, Oregon,
Tex1JsTech, UC Riverside and UNe,
,Greensboro,' '
The story is newsworthy and
the man is inspiring. However, his
lack of presence in Boise has made
it difficult to give you the straight
shot on this story. Instead, I felt
it was necessary to give my re-
spectful humor a~shot at telling
the story of a record setting Boise
State University Professor Werner
Hoeger.
Hoeger has received media rec-
ognition for his past achievements
in the world ofluge. He has made
luging his life - on the weekends
when he's not living his regular life
as a kinesiology professor at BSU
that is. Amazingly enough Hoeger
competed in the 2002 and 2006
Winter Olympics while teaching.
As if that wasn't enough Hoeger
recently qualified to compete in
the Luge World Championships in
Igles, Austria.
For your average Luger the
achievement might seem like
a natural step down the career
path. For Hoeger, qualifying for
the world, championships is a bit
more spectacular of a feat.
The first reason Hoeger was the
least likely to qualify World Luge
Championships competitor is be-
cause he's 53-years old. In case
you're afraid that was a typo I'll
write it again - he's 53-years old!
I complain about how bad my
21-year old body feels after a ride
on the pedal bikes at the Rec. Dr.
Incredible (as I've unofficially
nicknamed him) is two-and-
a-half times my age and could
outrun and outlift me, all while
teaching his 9 a.m. class, adjust-
ing his sled tracks and stealing my
lunch money.
The man is so inspiring he
doesn't even make me want to bet-
ter myself. He makes me want to
crawl under a rock so that society
doesn't have to sec how the other
side is treating its bodies. To put
into perspective how impressive
qualifying for the world champi-
onships really is, he broke the age
record this year by 15 years.
Just when you think the story
couldn't possibly be any more
amazing, it gels better. Hoeger
told me in an e-mail that he didn't
even get to train for the competi-
tion as much as he wanted to. In
fact, he spent his weekends and
holidays in Park City, Utah pre-
paring for the championships.
Most 53-year-olds spend week-
ends and holidays sleeping in and
going for walks down the street.
Most 21-year-olds spend week-
ends and holidays sleeping, with-
out the walks. Hoeger, however, is
spending the week achieving per-
sonal bests in the Luge in Austria.
Hoeger told me in an e-mail he
finished his qualifying times in
the top seven percent of competi-
tors on all five runs - the first time
he has done so in three tries on
that course.
To bring the story full circle
Hoeger also spent time in Austria
being the Good Samaritan you
would expect from a member
of BSU facility. Hoeger visited
a group of children from the St.
Iodok School in a small village in
the Austrian Alps. The visit was a'
way to extend the luging world to
young Austrians.
In return the group of children
went to watch Hoeger compete in
his qualifying runs. The gesture
was a real tribute to the univer-
sity's policy of giving back to the
weight throw with a toss of 63-11 commumty, even if it Isn't a com-
3/4, Zacharias Amos in the, triple munity on this contlnent.
jump with a leap of49-4 1/4 and Hoeger trulyis an ambassador
Simon Wardhaugh· in the weight for the sporfoflugeand an even
'throwwith a toss of64-8. greater> ambassador for Boise
"This is a really fantastic meet for .State UniversitY. Whether or neit
the whole team," BSU Head Coach his luging dayS, wllLconti.nueilfo
Mike Maynard said. "The women's ter "the_World ,'.champiorishIps, .
team hit some fantastic marks. ; only Hoeger knO\VS th~ ariS\Yerto "
Th,, ere ",~r,e,~oma,nY,',"Te,'ally good th' B" if t.;,' - •..;" .. , "'::":di'- ,, at' utwstory'll><U1y-'W ca~'
t~~~~~~~~::t~~:~~many',',' ':~~te~l",'"'doUlit"
"-I!o.~~~/j
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE AR~ITER
The BSU women's basketball team dropped its first conference game of the year in Taco Bell Arena Saturday.
BSU's Jessica Thompson said. "We're
still in first, we just need to take it
one game at a time and keep looking
forward,"
Boise State will take to the road
next week as they play at Idaho on
Wednesday night to try to get back
on track.
"Every team loses eventually,
it's just how you bounce back,"
Hessingsaid.
When asked if this loss will affect
the team's play next week, Presnell
said as long as it brings enthusiam
and intensity the Broncos will be
Ok.
Following Wednesday night's
game at Idaho, Boise State will host
San Jose State on Saturday night.
The Saturday night gameIs sched-
uled fora 7 p.m, tip-off arid will be
played in Bronco Gym rather than
Taco Bell Arena.
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
into contention .. To go along with
Shan Moore's 14 points in the first
half, La Tech's Ty Moore added nine
of her own, The Moore's combined
had 18 of La Tech's first 21points and
kept La Tech in the game throughout
the first half.
"We maybe could have done a lit-
tle better job of keeping her from get-
ting the ball but once she got it, she
just hit shots," Presnell said. "I mean
we got vertical, we tried to challenge
the shots, she's just talented."
Moore was 5-0£-10 from the field
and 2-of-2 from the free-throw line
in the second half. She added 13sec-
ond half points to her game high 27.
The Broncos cut the lead back
down to nine with 5:12 to play but
that was the only time La Tech didn't
lead by double-digits in the final
seven minutes ofthe game.
"It's a tough loss," Presnell said.
"We just hit a dry spell between the
18 minute mark and the 15 minute
mark and we just could not. buy a
basket. The important thing is that
we learn from it and improve, so
that's what we're certainly going to
tryto do."
Louisiana Tech came away with
the 79-63 win, which improved its Box Score
record to 12-10 on the season and
Lculsiana Tech 7!)
7-2 in WAC play. After BSU beat La
Tech earlier this year in Ruston, La. S. Moore 10-17:'-827, Mangllm:'-104·4 17,T.
it was no surprise the Lady Techsters Moore :'·6 3-3 13, Sneed 4-6 4·7 12, Metoyer
1-02,24, Kursh 2-3 0-14, Williams 1·20-i 2,
.brought a little more to the table in Levingston (J,3 (J.(J(J,Dowdell 0,1 O,(Jo.
round two. !loisc Stale 63
"We knew they were going to
come in here and compete," Hessing Thornpson G-Itl-t-d 17,lIarris3-14 5-811,
'd'T td 'If, I d lIessing5-13H lLGalass;4-62-31O,
Sal. JUs on ee we steppe up Kcpillno 3-4 0-1 0, negay(J-6 3-3 3, Stewart l-
enough to the competition." 10-02, LeeO'21-21, WalkerO·OO-O 0, Reyes
Even though Saturday night's loss 0-00-0 o.
was a tough one, Presnell and his, lIalftime-
players still feel good about them- Lnuisinna Tech (39) noise State (41)
selves and their team. fooled out- None
HIhave a lot of confidence in our Rebounds - La Tech 44 (T.Moore. 12)
players as people and as competi- Boise State 34 [Hessing, 8)
"II Assists - L~Tech 10(Mangum, 6)
tors, Presne said. "I think that Boise State 10[Hessing.Harrts, 3)
we'll regroup, we're 17-5, we're not Teamfouls-LaTech20,
5-17." Boise State 17
"' II h A-451OWe re sti t e team to beat," .'
It was, the Shan Moore show
Saturday night when the Boise State
women's basketball team lost its first
Western Athletic Conference game
of the season. The loss came at home
against perennial power Louisiana
Tech. It was a competitive game for
most of 30 minutes until Moore and
La Tech began to run away to an im-
pressive 16-point win.
"She played really good tonight
and we couldn't find an answer for
her," BSU guard Tasha Harris said
about Moore.
"[She 1 just had an amazing game,"
BSU Head Coach Gordy Presnell
added. "They'd run pick-and-roll for
her and she'd just go into the key and
rise up and knock it down."
Backed by the largest home crowd
of the season (4,518), Boise State got
out to a hot start, jumping out to an
early 9-1 lead, The crowd was the
largest' recorded home attendance
for a BSU women's basketball game
in 13years,
"It was great," Harris. said. "The
fans were just amazing. We were so
happy to have them come out and
support us."
La Tech responded to the fast BSU
start and cut the lead to six with just
over 15 minutes to go in the first
half.
It was Jessica Thompson doing the
honors for BSU early in the first half.
Thompson poured in nine of Boise
State's first 22 points, but Boise
State was unable to pull away from
the Lady Techsters. Every time the
Broncos got some momentum going
Louisiana Tech snuck its way back
Louisiana Tech took its first lead
of the game early in the second half
, on a pair of free-throws by Amber
Metoyer. Following the Metoyer
free-throws there was a consider-
able shift in momentum. Boise State
would be unable to buy a bucket of-
fensively for what seemed like the
remainder of the game. BSU gave
up the lead for the last time with just
under 12minutes to go and watched
La Tech run away to the finish.
"We couldn't make lay-ups, we
couldn't make jumpers, we couldn't
make threes, we just couldn't make
anything," BSU center Michelle
Hessing said about the Broncos sec-
ond half struggles.
BSU shot 15"of-29 from the floor
in the first half but just 7-of-35 in the
second half. That 20 percent second
half shooting percentage is what ul-
timately sealed the deal for La Tech.
"We did a really good job of go-
ing inside-outside, we mixed it up," _
Hessing said. "I don't think there
was anything we could have done.
They were open shots, they just
wouldn't fall."
"We struggled to get into our of-
fense," Harris said. "We struggled to
get open shots so we were forced to
take a lot of contested shots and they
just weren't falling for us tonight." ,
To make matters worse, Shan
Moore was chipping in one of the
finest performances of the season
on the other end ofthe floor.
Another track meet, another broken record
inches with a jump of 42-8,3/4. provisional marks. She feels that
"I really wanted it [the record] last she owes all of her success so far
week because I was just one-quar- this year and last year to her coach,
The Broncos indoor track season ter of an inch off," Kafourou said. "I Petros Kyprianou.
continued Friday and Saturday with was disappointed because it means "I want to thank my coach,"
the 2007 United Heritage meet. Just you're there, it's just a quarterof an Kafourou said. "If you put anything
like the weekend before,' there was inch.I think that mark could prob- in there, put that. He brought me
another record-breaking perfor-ably get me.to nationals." here and did everything for me; If it
mance for Boise State. this is the second week in a row weren't for him, Iwouldn't be here;
Sophomore' jumper Elena ',that she's won the.wnmen's triple • He taught me howto triple jump." ,"
Kafourouwas justa quarter of an. jump Clod she also won tbelong Several other Broncos also had,
inch off of the Boise State triple . jump on Saturday with a leap of provisional marks- " Theod!)r3
jump record last week. This week ,20-1. Both hertripl~ anq long jumP Xylaki in th~high Jump"with.a
she caine back tob~atit by over six distances. on,Saturday~~ NF;~ , , hei~htof5.10, l!~eni Ypsilanti in the,
BY MICHELLE MILLIKEN
Sports Writer
I call him Dr. Incredible
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
February 5, 2007
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BSUgymnastics works toovercome slow start'
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Writer
BoiseState gymnastics coach Sam
Sandmire is facing a situation unlike
any other in her 20years in charge of
the BSUprogram. Under Sandmire
the Broncos have qualified for the
NCAA Regional meet 19 consecu-
tive times. This year, however, the
1~,1~.!~,,'I'
I
"
here it
rPays to Care
When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.
Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
"'orjill'l!u'r intbrmation 011
,jlOll')'O/l can help please call-
o Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613
Broncos are 1-7 including anu-s
record against 'Western Athletic
Conference opponents.
"It's like a big water wheel,"
Sandmire said Thursday after BSU's
meet at Utah State. "It takes a lot to
get it started but once it gets going
you just stand there and push it. It's a
little more difficult to get that wheel
started rolling (this year). That's
where we are right now."
Sandmire addressed BSU's' in-
jury problem as a contributor to a
change in game plan, rather than
an excuse for a slow start to the
season. According to Sandmlre
the loss of some of her upperclass-
men is comparable to the football
team losing Jared Zabransky, Ian
Johnson, Marty Tadman and Derek
Schouman. Sandmire's approach to
the loss is that her team is still very
capable ofgreatness. It justmaytake
a little more time to reach the higher
level, '
"The positive side - a lot of these
freshman are getting ,a lot of expe-
rience; Sandmire said. "That's go-
ing to help them down the road.
Whether they're really consistent
right now or not, every time they
step out on the floor or they get
up on that apparatus, they're learn-
ing. They are learning some valu-
able lessons that'will payoff in
the long run."
One of the BSU freshmen that
is' making a surprise impact early
in the year is Ruthie Pennington.
Pennington is a vault and floor spe-
cialist from Rickreall, Ore. Despite
walking onto the Bronco gymnas-
tics team in the fall, Pennington col-
lected her first career win for BSUat.
Utah State. Pennington posted her
highest score ofthe season (9.850)to
win the floor routine.
"She's getting an opportunity to
get out there; Sandmlre said. "She
trains hard every day. She's fit, she's
strong, she's coach-able and It's pay-
ing offfor her:
Pennington joined classmate
DeAvera Todd as the only two BSU
uni:ierclassmen to win their respec-
tive events at Utah State. Todd, a
averaged 19 turnovers in losses to
the Austin Toros Wednesday night,
101-84, and the D-Fenders Friday
night, 94-83.
The Stampede is just 2-2 in ten
days' time on its home floor and that
is a concern for Head Coach Bryan
Gates.
"We weren't playing like we did
when we were streaking; Gates
said. "We didn't play our blend of
basketball and that hurt us,"
Idaho never trailed through three
quarters against the D-Fenders
Friday night, but a colossal collapse
in the fourth quarter doomed the
Stampede.
Idaho led by as many 14points but
let the game slip away as LosAngeles
launched a 38-12 run in the last 14
minutes of regulation.
"We tried to get back into the
game by trying to make home run
plays but that's not the way we play
our game," Ronell Taylor said after
the loss. "We liketo take out time
freshman from Atlanta, GA,posted
a 9:850 score to take the vault title
at USU.Todd has claimed four vault
titles this season in fivemeets.
Sandmire said she hopes the
success of Pennington and Todd
will help perpetuate into a strong
second half of the season for
the Broncos. Qualifying for the
regional meet is based on an av-
erage' of tile top six scores of the
season for a team.
Sandmire said she is confident
with the number of meets remaln-
ing.BSUwill have plenty of chances
to improve its overall scores by the
end ofthe season.
The Broncos return home Friday
for the program's headline event
of the season - Beauty and the
Beast. The event is a joint dual
with .the wrestling and gymnastics
• programs.
The women will compete at home
in four of their last five meets of the
season; which will give the Broncos
a chance to get the ball rolling in
front of a home crowd.
Stampede avenge loss to D-Fenders
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
If you were at Qwest Arena on
Saturday night to watch the Idaho
Stampede 'play you may of noticed
something a little different. Instead
of wearing their traditional red and
white jerseys the Stampede mixed
things up.
In support of one of its NBA af-
filiate franchises the team donned
green Seattle Supersonics jerseys
and went on to beat the LosAngeles
D-Fenders 83-71.
"There is no doubt we played hard
tonight and we deserved to win,"
Stampede guard Ronell Taylor said
about Saturday's win. "We played
more like a team tonight then we
have the last couple ofnights,"
Idaho was led by big man Jeff
Graves (18points) and Luke Jackson
(14points). Thewin put an end to the
Stampede's two-game skid. Jdaho
shot 32 percent from the field and
and set up good plays but they [Los
Angeles) took us out of our game
and it paid off."
The Stampede scored a season
low in points (83) and tied a season
high inturnovers with 19.With the
loss Idaho fell one and a half games
behind Colorado for the division
lead.
Had the Stampede defeated the
Austin Toros Wednesday night they
would have maintained the best re-
cord in the West. Bydoing so, Coach
Gates would have been selected as
the West's AII·Star coach for next
weekend's All-Star Weekend game
in Las Vegas. But with only three
wins out of their last four after win-
ning 11straight the Colorado 14ers
JoeWolf has been selected to coach
the West.
The Stampede (17·10overall, 13-5
conference) hit the road next week
with games Tuesday night, Feb.
6, and Friday night, Feb. 9 against
Tulsa (12-14overall).
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
,NOTICE OF ,·ST~I>ENT, TUITI'~N'~~E2"~¥E'A.;R::ENG,S
HE.ARI:NGS OF THE PROPOSED I:NCRE.ASES -vVrL.,L :BE H~LD
THURSD.AY" FEBRU.ARY 15" 2007 BEGINNING.AT 1:00PlVl 'IN
THE JORD.AN B.ALLROC>lV[OF THE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING. PROPOS.ALS "V\TILLBE
PRESENTED IN THE ORDER LISTED BELO"V\T.
Rcqucsting Unit
100.00 10_00
19.00 1.90
33.00 3.30
93.00 5.30
71:00 7.10
6.50 0.65
1_25 0.15
26.00 2.60
P'urt ""J~in"c
Currcnt Fce/Scmcstcr
SUITlIl'lCI·
Genen,~lEducation
Tuition
1334.85 143.40 143.85
10.00
1.90
3.30
0_00
7.10
0.00
0.00
3.60
SUII"mary
Information Current: Fee/Semest:er
I They tnust sign. up to tcstiry and in po-jog so .. indicate they nrc not u student .. £acult.y or stn.f~r.
2 "'rht?y ",ust subn:1.it U -cv r-t t rc- rr copy <-">rthc=ir testimony prior t<:> testifying.
3 They ,viii be all<..:·",vcd to tcstiJ"y c....nly at the discretion or the hearing orficcr. .
4 In. u]I~....cvc ct to testify .. they n'1ust idcnt:iry thcn"lselvcs as u non student: at the onset. of their verbal test.irrl<::>ny.
Inrorn'lation regarding these proposed 1"eeincreases is availa~le for inspection during regular business hours rrom.
the Gudgel Onice. Room. 305 or-the Adm.inistration Building
0-
'.
'.
Strategic I""aciIit:ies
Fee
Student Support:
System.
,Technology Fee
Health VVellness
and Counsel ing
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Student: Union 8L
St:udent
Invol vem.ent
Blue Thunder
lVIarching Band
CaD'lpus
Recreation
Club Sports
Campus
Recreation
AU interested Boise State University students. faculty and starf ll'l.aysubm.it oral testim.ony at the hearings or vvritten
testin'lony bcroloeFebruary 15th. BSU students. raculty and starf vvishing to testify in person m.ay sign up at the hearing
or in advance at the Office of the Vice President i"orStudent Affairs and are asked to provide a vvritten copy of their
tcstiInony to the hearing o:fficer.
Jndividt.u.tl~ not cLlJ-rcntly af'"tiliatcd '\-Vid~Boise St.ate lJl'iivcrsity arc ullo'\.Vcd to testiry at the Student: Fee I-Iearings under t:he :tollovving con.ditions:
Proposed. Increase Proposcd Fee/Semest:er
Full Tin-tc Part TiInc Summer Full TitTle Part TiIne Surnrn.er
91,.15 9.60 4.15 1426.00 153.00 148.00
65.00 6.00 6.00 165.00 16.00 16.00 -
5.00 0.50 0.50 24.00 2.40 2.40
10.00 1000 1.00 43.00 4.30 4.30
5.00 0.70 0.00 98.00 6.00 0.00
10.00 1.00 1.00 81.00 8010 8.10
1.50 0.15 0.00 8.00 0.80 0.00
2.00 0.20 0.00 3.25 0.35 0.00
2.00 0.20 0:00 28.00 2.80 3.60
Proposed Fee/Semest:er .Proposed Increase
"
Full Time Part Time Summer
91.15 9.60 4.15
65.00 6.00 6.00
5.00 0.50 .0.50
30.50 3.25 2_00
191.65 19.35 12.65
Pull Thne Part: Time SUrr1.rncr
1426.00 153.00 148.00
458.00 43.90 43.90
51.25 5.40 5.4·0
333.40 28.0;;
-- - - - -~.- --- . . -
Full TitTle Part Thne SuxnrTIer
General Education. 1334.85 143.40 143.85
Tuition
Facilit:y Fees 393.00 37.90 37.90
,'Technology Fees 46.25 4.90 4.90
Activity Fees :302.90 24.80 19.35
'Total Fees 2077.00 211.00 206.00
-.
00'
!'-fichaell ...a.tiberte -ViceP~esiden.t .ofSn1den.~.A.:f.f'airs
Bol!..,. S~t:'" 'LJ~i'Versit:y . ' ' ' 0 ,
1910 UnJ.versit:yDrlve'" _ < '.' ,i - -',', " - _, ,_ .
February 5, 2007 •Track
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Women
60 Meter Dash - I, Ciara McMillan,
Nevada, 7.9. 2, Ncsha Simeon, Boise State,
7.9: 3, Kristin Singleton, Nevada,'J.O. 4, Pnige
Olivetti. Boise State, 8.07. 5, Jocelyn Venable,
Cal St. Stanislaus, 8.2.
Shot put - I, Inger't-ppanaitis, Nevada,
13.59m. 2, Allsha Mislata, lIC Irvine, 13.56m.
3, Iocelyn ludd, NorthwJ,tNaznrene,13.55m.
3, Amb~r Tavares, Boise State, 13.55 m, 5,
Andl Behrlng, Sacramento St., 12.49m.
WClght Throw ~ I, Loree Smith, New York
AC, 2L21m; 2, E1enl Ypsllant), Boise State,
19.5m. 3, Annlka Hjelm, 1I0lseStnte, 17.4lm.
4, Katie Krnyehir, Unattached] 15.73m. 5,
Constance McAlman, Nevada, IS.37m,
Men '.' <i,k;ij;';;; Y .....
60';7 I, DelBa(#}~l,In,nlla¢hed, .' ., ..
Rnp~~~l McFarlntle;Sll~r~t,nento 5(1,,019,2;: f'
10 . nson, SacrnmentpSt, 7,O;4,.M~tlPll,
Boise State, 7.01. 5: Eric Dnh'Vr6jjrQ:
.' .'·;l{·\;:;~~\~i~~~;r'.
,2;,;'
;~;\;
i'4i
200 - 1, Clara McMillan, Nevada, 25.02.
2. Nancy Searcy, Sncrarnento St, 25A3. 3,
Analisa Serrano, Nevada, 25.71. 4, Tyrelna
Henley-Henderson, Sacramento sr., 25.82. 5,
Shalna Wright, Nevada, 25.96.
'lOO - I, Polly Smith, Nevada; 57.78. 2,
Melissa Tracey, Sacramento St., 50.09. 3,
Megan Olivetti, liaise State, 58.13. 4,' Ati
Kann, Cal St. Stanislaus, 59.03. 5, Charissa
Spears, Cal St. Stanislaus, 59.31.
Mile - I, Ashley Puga, Northwest
Nazarene, 4:56.40. 2, Michelle Garcia,
Sacramento sr, 5:06.60. 3, Kelly Frier, Cft!'
St. Stanislaus, 5:29.22. 4, Mary Wagner,'.,:'
Sacramento St., 5:31.44. 5, Tegan Trout
Albertson, 5:34.48.
600 - I, Kayleen McDowell, noise Stat
1:36.13.2, Nataucha Lowry, BoiseState,l:3,8,
3, Nerisha Phillip, Boise State, 1:38.75.4,.
Cooper, Unattached-Boise Slate, 1:40.3,
if
IJ
I ~
I I
, I
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t:tOME FOR RENT 3 Bed,
1 Bath home. Close to BSU.
Fully Fenced, Pets Allowed.
$900 + $400 Deposit, Addl.
$200.Deposlt for Pets. Flexii:>le
Lease Terms. Please Call
Jessica (208) 412-1677
:SItlartMove.'
to Home
Ownership!
Prequclify today 01
I ~a'';\fJjj)I'''""~)',~,,,com. aaL11~H@~b<~:;~~~'J."~~.
brol~lIlt(IJIllI~b:l
rd.lh.l HolliSi"S onJ rilWrlc~ ....gs«il'llkJlt
1-866-432-4066
.. '. .
:Renting Just Got.
," , ; - ",
Hundreds of rentals •
In the,surroundlng
- areas!
,:Visit our website. at:
)/.,,':.;1:.::'
Or(~a\l: .
r,.~- _"
~'\'~."]; ...,,
Auro
BRAND NEW MICRO·
FIBER COUCH AND
LOVES EAT Stain Resistant.
Lifetime warranty. Still In
boxes. Retail $1395. Must
sell I$499 888-1464
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS set brand new
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199 Can Deliver 921-6643
7·PIECE CHERRY
Bedroom set. Brand-new In
box. Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450 Call 888-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-In-box. Value
$799, sacrlfica $195. Call 888-
1464
Clas~lfied ads may be placed four ways: on our website at
www.arblteronllne.com. email: c1asslfieds@arbiteronllne.
com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive. (across from the SUB).
. .
\ \ \.1;~~ l l'
PAllT-TiME
\\('lRKlT
~---,._-_.---.-
PART-TIME
PART·TIME TUTOR
Needed to teach how to build
Flasti Sites. $15/Hour To Start.
Future Perks Availablel Call
Hob.er1.al3I.1.:Zl57L _
TEACHER: PIT For Ages 2-
6. Reliable, Patient, Montessori
Approach. Will Train. Meridian,
288-1990 .
Cdl~f.. .
center.;.':r.IiI'"
On-andolf-
campus Jobs
and.Internships
for current and
graduating
students
_s:m ..
Checkout
!ucorlCO-
e c-e r JP'I1J 1' ... ·..,[ •• , ....
I MODElS· ]
STUDENTS NEEDED ror
Idaho's Films, T. V., Extras,
Modeling and promotional
work. $72-$770 daily. No
school or experience required.
Call 208-433-951
--BtJSY--
_ SCHEDULE?
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.
Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrsjwk
Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
$9/hr
to start
658-4888
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Fewer
5 Island near
Corsica
9 Deep sleeps
14 _ Royale, MI
15 Bambi, for one
16 One of the
Astaires
17 Onion covering
18 Gathering of
guys
19 Stop
20 Shy
22 Busy highway
business
24 Western or
Denver
concoction'
26 Pass out cards
27 Rhinoplasty
29 Radio station
employee
34 Shiatsu
37 Circle segments
41 Sing l,ike Bing
42 Puts on years
43 Myocardial
infarction
46 Waterborne
47 "Ghostbusters"
director
52 Clobber
55 Nod off
56 Maine river
61 Toy soldier
62 Legal defense
63 Going by yacht
65 Animal fat
66 Tippy vessel
67 Borscht
ingredient
68 Uniform
69 Genuflection
joints
70 Rational
71 Trial by fire
DOWN
1 Heavyweight
Sonny
2 _ Pie (frozen
treat)
3 Covers in goo
4 Of old age
5 News chiefs, for
short
6 Riga resident
7 Stubble
© 2007 Tribune Media services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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BOISE STATE'S INDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER ..... ~
ROOMMATE WANTED to
share two bedroom apt. with $5400 111k, very clean,
BSU student. 757-9441 call Ithr, pwr, cd,4wd, red w/sllver
:lack accent, no problems just
1~11=~:="08JI
DO OTHER fUltNflUllE
CIVILIZATION~ INHABIT LEATHER SOFA PLUS
the Planets of Distant Stars? .
Find significant answers at LOVE~EAT. ~rand new In
TorchLightlntel.com crate With IIfelim~ warranty.
List $2000. Sacnfice $699.
888-1464
FULL SIZE ORTHOPEDIC
MATIRESS Brand new In
package, warranty Sacrifice
:i99 Call 921-6643 -
BED·QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
stili in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can
deliVllr....921:fi64 ....3 _
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
• style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new in
plastic. Retail $1599. Must sell
$3.!lJLll55.=968ll- •
KING MATIRESS & BOX
still In factory wrapper- $295.
2Oll=91.9::3.QBO •
POOL TABLE wi complete
accessory pkg. Never used.
Retail value $3500, asking .
$145lLCalL2.08=3.62:I15lL-
~ LEATHER SOFA SET
Brand new sofa, toveseat &
chair. In store value $2500, will
seILl1295--CaIL20£.:3.62.:I150,
• QUEEN MATIRESS +
BOX New, never used. Asking
$195 ph 208·919-3080
BEDROOM SET
Cherrywood sleigh bed, 2
dressers, 2 nightstands, mirror
& TV armoire. Retail value
$9000, will sell $2900. Call
208·362-7150
COMICS
Welcome 10 Follin Rock Notional Pork Josh Shalek
't
I
I,
"
CONGRATULATIONS
ON 20 YEARS OF
SERVICE. HERE'S A
PENWITH THE
COI"\PANY'S LOGO.
YOU SAID TO TELL
YOU IF MARKETING
WASN'T COOPERATING.
COMPUTER STORE JOBS.COM
RJM Computers in Boise Paid Survey Takers Needed
Idaho's largest independent In Boise. 100% FREE to Join!
PC Store, huge local stock Click on Surveys
of hard-to-find parts and I
supplies, expert computer
repairs, Internet service, 4524
Overland Road In Boise. (208)
472-2800. FREE Wireless ___
Router with any new Clearwire WIN T E R I S P R I N G
Wireless Intamet account. POSITIONSIEamupto$150
FREE technical support, call per day. Exp. not ReqUired.
472·2800 Option 2 to speak to Undercover Shcppers Needed
a PC Technician. To Judge Retail & Dining
I I Establishments. 800-722-f-tiSC 4791SUMMER SALES Looking---------' For Sharp, Honest, Driven
PERFECT VALENTINES People To Earn $15K-$45K
PRESENT Puggle (pugl This Summer Seiling Pest
beagle) puppies. 1 male/3 Control Door To Door. Offices
females. Ready 2114, $800. In Boise, 10 & Portland, OR.
(208) 412-0168 Excellent Training & Upscale
Furnished Housing Provided.
503-849·2814.
000-
KAY...
I
THIS I"\UST
BE WHAT
BONDING
FEELS LIKE.
E tJ.E8 I HAVE ONE JUST ~g
LIKE IT. AT LEAST
::> WHICH ONE LOOKS
1Il ..
~ .a LIKE IT SPENT THE. I THINK THIS ONE ~ LEAST TII"\E IN I"\YI IS I"\INE. I MIGHT 0HAVE GOTTEN THEI"\ j EAR?.r
MIXED UP. E
E -ll
0
- ~
oC
0 lt!
8 ~'0 0
! ~;,
E
8
YOU CAN'T COME THEN WHYi IT'S
IJ RUNNING TO I"\E DID YOU~ WITH EVERY LITTLE TELL ME JUSTj PROBLEI"\;GOFlX TO TELL 501"\E-
§ IT. YOU?! THING
)-
I SAY.
8 Bicker
9 Shrill cries
10 Keats
specialties
11 Pithy part
12 As well
13 Ooze
21 vu
23 Rhythms
25 Keyboard
compositions
28 Actor Lancaster
30 ISS partner
31 Small pitcher
32 Metric measure
33 Affirmative
answer
35 Flower holder
36 Leo's bellow
37 I figured it out!
38 Ump's relative
39 Infielder Ripken
40 No-seats-
available letters
44 Some cats
45 Stephen of
spine-chillers
48 Bathroom fixture
Solutions
1.
N
a
3
I VII I 1.
N I >l S
3 1 S I
S S 3 1
49 California desert
50 Islands in the
Atlantic
51 Can skip
53 Wound surfaces
54 Book after
Daniel
56 Load luggage
57 Zest
58 Five after four
59 Clarinet relative
60 Soon-lo-be
adult
64 Grabbed a bite
HOROSCOPES BY LINDA C. BLACKTribune MediaServices
Today's BIrthday (02-0o-0i)
Compromise is achieved this
year. You get farther than ever
before. It's through the brilli
and good will of
led by your ins
Get busy.
To get the adva
day's rating: 1
Othemostch
Gemini (May 21·Ju
Today is a 6 - You'll na
relax as more of the' puzzle
pieces fall into' place. Don't let
down your guard completely,
however. Keep your wits
about you.
Aries (Mar
Today is
your par
make
sure y
same
Taurus (
Today Is
is increas
paycheck's
Don't worry
follow as yo
skills.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 5 - The problem is
that you're still busy, and you
don't You want to
couch.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dee. 21)
Today is a 7 - Friends help
you find many uses for your
new skills. Do what you find
lnatlng and don't worry
the money,
n (Dec. 22-Jao. 19)
a 7 - The person in
he money is feeling
you're nice, which
sy,you could get a
ake any jokes at
ense.
-Feb. 18)
u know where
. Convince the
, and give them
en you arrive. This
team effort.
b.19-Mareh 20)
a 6 - Search' through
of contacts to find
erson who has what
eed. A private transaction
will be better this time than
going public.
SeQ
Today is a 11the stuff you've
been putting off is .suddenly
coming due. The good news is,
there's no trouble figuring out
what you should do now.
(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by McClatchy·Tribune
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